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ABSTRACT

A common method that students use to reason about the behavior of code they write is to run it using specific inputs and to study the outputs. While reasoning about code in this way is often a useful starting point, successful CS graduates eventually must be able to trace through and reason about code on all valid inputs, without relying on particular input values and without necessarily running the code. This paper describes an online system designed to pinpoint and understand the obstacles students face in reasoning about code behavior in this more sophisticated way, as well as experiments with 88 subjects who used the system in a second-year software development course. Automated analysis of results shows that the system makes it possible to identify subsets of students with varying levels and types of reasoning difficulties. Qualitative analysis highlights some gaps in the automated analysis. Initial analysis also suggests that a step-by-step reasoning process may be effective for learning.
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1 Introduction

A central goal of undergraduate computing education is for students to be able to reason logically and rigorously about the correctness of the software they write. Running their programs on select inputs and studying the outputs gives students only limited understanding, yet more thorough logical reasoning using paper-and-pencil methods relies on labor-intensive manual checking. Spohrer and Soloway have noted the difficulties novice students face in reasoning about compositions of statements, even as these students seem to understand individual programming constructs [28]. Over 50% of students deem the following code to be correct in an assessment exercise in a junior software engineering course in multiple offerings:

```c
int max (int i, int j) {
    max = i + j;
    if (i > j) { max = max – j; }
    if (j > i) { max = max – i; }
    return max;
}
```

The error in the above code is subtle. It is not correct when i = j (even ignoring overflow/underflow errors). When the exercise is
given on a quiz or on an exam and a student deems it correct, a plausible conclusion is that the student overlooked the case when \( i = j \). Alternatively, when a student deems the code incorrect, a plausible conclusion is that the student understood the error. Such educator conclusions are suspect unless students are asked to show detailed steps for their answers, and those steps are evaluated carefully to give feedback; see [5]. Even assuming students have a proper notion of correctness (which may be questionable [20]), what if the students who deemed the code incorrect (the expected answer) did so because they did not understand the effect of this sequence of assignment statements?

\[
\text{max} = i + j; \\
\text{max} = \text{max} - j;
\]

While the larger objective of this project is to improve the logical reasoning abilities of learners, the aim of the research experiment discussed in this paper is to help pinpoint fine-grain obstacles individual or groups face in such reasoning. Unless we understand the specific obstacles, it is hard to provide effective help. In smaller classrooms, it might be possible to accomplish this help without automation. At public institutions like ours, where some class sizes exceed 100, with serious resource constraints (such as the one used in this research with minimal TA help), automation is critical.

The focus of this paper is code composition learning obstacles that are language-independent and logical in nature. To achieve the objectives, we have built a novel online system that is supported by a verification engine\(^1\) to help beginners reason about code. The verification engine makes it possible to learn to reason about code without assuming particular input values. It can offer a class of learner activities and directed logical feedback, not otherwise possible with standard IDEs such as Eclipse. Since correct answers do not have to be computed to check learner answers, the engine forms the basis for a powerful pedagogical agent and allows new learner activities to be created with ease.

Section 2 of the paper describes the online reasoning system and a sample reasoning activity. Section 3 contains the experimental set up. Section 4 describes quantitative results. Section 5 contains a qualitative analysis. Section 6 presents an analysis of student performance on a final exam question. Section 7 presents our conclusions and plans for further experimentation.

### 2 Online Reasoning System and Activities

The logical verification engine underlying the reasoning system makes it possible to create and verify activities that fall under the realm of both tracing questions—where students reason about given code, and short answer coding questions—that require students to write lines of code to meet a stated condition, in the terminology of [30]. The activities fall under the category of “correct evaluation of simple, self-referential and compound assignment operators” in [21], which includes a host of activities for each “learning objective.” For example, it suggests six different objectives for assignments, some of which involve self-referential assignments. We have experimented with a set of initial activities. The reasoning system allows educators to create custom activities that address obstacles specific to their students. The activities may target various levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [8] and various concepts [16][30].

The user interface of the system is divided into two sections. The left side of the screen contains an activity and reference material. The activity is a simple command that clarifies what the student is to do. The reference material serves as scaffolding for a beginner by reminding them of elements with which they might be unfamiliar. For example, it may give a list of all available relational operators, or note that “\(\sim\)” is the assignment operator\(^2\). The right side of the interface contains the activity and a button to check the correctness of the answer and receive immediate feedback.

Figure 1: Reasoning System Interface Showing the Simple First Activity Using Constants

The student’s task is to trace the given code and complete the `Confirm` assertion (where “\(=\)” means equals, as in logic). The student can only change `/expression` in the assertion. This is not to be confused with an assert statement; nothing is executed. The rest of the code is locked to prevent any changes. The system is clever enough to detect and prevent trivial answers such as “\(\text{Confirm } \ K = K\)”. When the student clicks the button to check correctness, the code is sent to the verification engine, and the feedback is used to provide visual feedback for which particular answer is wrong (when there are multiple questions and answers, unlike this first example). For some activities, students are simply asked to repeat it when they get it wrong. For some others, a related, follow-up activity is given to further pinpoint which specific aspect of the activity is causing the student an obstacle.

Learners can execute code on specific inputs, and check whether their answers are correct. It is also possible to build systems that take such student inputs and outputs, runs them, and checks whether the answers match (e.g., [31]). Some systems

---

\(^1\) The name of the verification engine is omitted and the references are anonymized [10][27].

---

\(^2\) This interface of the reasoning system (which has multiple interface variations that can be tailored) and the rest of the paper use “\(\sim\)” for the assignment operator, and “\(=\)” for logical equality in assertions. Also, the code uses capital letters for variable names. These interface aspects appeared to pose little or no comprehension problems to our students. The ramifications of using “\(\sim\)” for assignment operator, especially in late middle/early high school classes where students are also learning algebra were among the discussion points at SIGCSE 2017 following the presentation of [19].
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As noted earlier, the system is smart enough to reject trivial answers, such as the ones below, though they are logically correct.

Confirm I = I ;
Confirm J = J ;

Syntactically meaningless answers such as the ones below are noted to be such and students are given an opportunity to re-enter the answers.

Confirm I = I+ ;
Confirm J = $J ;

This activity is one we will discuss in much more detail in our analysis. To pinpoint the obstacles for those students who are not able to complete the activity correctly, follow-on activities are given. For example, follow-on Activity 3a has shorter code and eliminates the last assignment statement, leaving only two statements to be traced. If the student also incorrectly answers this simplified version, Activity 3b is given. It is the same as Activity 3a, except that it asks the student to assert the values after each statement. This mirrors a typical step-by-step approach to identify where exactly the student has an obstacle. A screenshot that captures Activity 3b, along with a student response is shown in the figure below. Notice that the reasoning system has highlighted (in red) which answer is wrong.

![Figure 3: Activity 3b with Student Response and Visual Feedback](image)

The example illustrates several points. Once an obstacle for a specific student or for a subset of a student population is found, the instructor may guide students directly, or the system can guide them. This guidance is not a part of the experiment in this paper.

The reasoning system has been designed to provide immediate feedback [4]. The benefit is that it prevents learners from floundering and can lead to the same level of learning in less time. If corrected immediately, students may not encode incorrect knowledge into memory [3]. The benefits of rapid (in-class) feedback are also documented in [24].

Working memory load, also known as cognitive load [29], is implicated as a major impediment to constructivist learning [9]. So the reasoning system and experiment design have been guided by related prior research [33], which discusses methods to decrease intrinsic cognitive load (e.g., sequence of simple to
complex tasks), decrease extrinsic cognitive load (e.g.,
segmentation, contiguity, and signaling), and promote germane
cognitive load (e.g., expectancy-driven models and sub-goaling).

While we have supplemented the automated analysis with
separately held student thinkalouds (as detailed in Section 5), we
are incorporating screen captures and thinkalouds into the existing
system. The methodology discussed in [18] will be directly useful
for analyzing the screen captures.

3 Experimental Setup
The reasoning system and the activities were administered in
closed lab sessions associated with a second year course on
software development that emphasizes software engineering
principles and uses Java. The course description includes
specification and reasoning among the topics and is required for
all CS majors at our institution. No formal instruction was given
on reasoning before the experiment, so the tool was their first
introduction to the topic. Students were allowed to ask the TAs for
help if they had any difficulties in understanding what needed to
be done, but few students asked for any help. The students were
not time constrained. They took between 20 minutes to an hour to
complete all the activities.

The experiment was conducted in fall 2016. It had benefitted
from our piloting of the ideas the year before. There were five
closed lab sections for the course, each with 20-25 students. There
was a minor browser issue when the system was used in the first
lab section, so we decided not to use any of the data from that
section in our analysis. Eighty-eight students were involved in the
experiments through the other four lab sections. The introductory
tutorial videos (that are available now) were not available when
the experiment was conducted.

4 Quantitative Data Analysis
The reasoning activities for this experiment are organized as
follows. The first two are simple tutorials that familiarize the
students with the layout and the basic operation of the reasoning
system. Of the next eight activities used in the experiment, three
involve one or more assignment statements, three involve if-then
statements, and two involve while loops. We discuss in detail the
analysis of student responses for Activity 3. No demographic
analysis of this data is reported because the sample sizes are small
and in these small sample sizes we did not notice any appreciable
differences.

4.1 Student Performance on Activity 3
Activity 3 (shown in Figure 2) consisted of three follow-up
activities (3a, 3aa, and 3b) as shown in the figure below. Eighty-
eight students attempted this activity with the reasoning system
cycling on Activity 3 until the student entered a correctly
formatted answer. Once a correctly formatted answer was entered,
those who answered incorrectly were moved on to Activity 3a
(following the edge marked with an I) and those that answered
correctly were moved on to Activity 4 (following edge marked
with a C).

One additional strategy incorporated into the system for
pinpointing learning obstacles is to introduce step-by-step
reasoning by using a Confirm line to cue for values of variables at
intermediate points in the program. Activity 3b, illustrated
through a screen shot in Figure 3, comprises the same first two
assignment statements as Activity 3 and Activity 3a, but now a
Confirm is used to cue the student for the value of the affected
variable after each assignment statement. Those students who
failed to correctly answer Activity 3a are being guided in Activity
3b to chunk the problem at an even more fine-grained level. The
correct answer for Activity 3b’s first Confirm is I = #I + #J and for the second Confirm is J = #I.

Figure 6 shows the results of the 29 students who attempted Activity 3b. The reasoning system cycled on Activity 3b until the student was able to provide correct answers. Fifty-two percent (15/29) took one attempt to determine the correct assertions, while 17% (5/29) took two attempts to determine the correct assertions, etc. Forty-eight percent (14/29) of students took two or more tries at 3b, or approximately 15% of the original 88 students. At this point, these 15% have seen a version of this problem at a minimum of four times (in Activity 3, 3a, and at least two times in 3b), and this observation leads us to believe the following: That there is a significant percentage of students who fail to understand at a fundamental level the computation presented in these activities, and that for this particular population, the computation does not even need to involve anything more than the manipulation of integer variables through addition/subtraction and the use of assignment—i.e., in order to tease out this population, the introduction of more complex computing types, e.g., objects, is not necessary.

The qualitative analysis, discussed in the next subsection, informed us of some other learning obstacles and more specific approaches that students took to answer these activities. One of them was a surprise—a serious misconception—and would unlikely have been revealed through automated analysis alone. The other, concerning the problem solving approach that some struggling students took, was perhaps less surprising.

Recall that students who correctly answered Activity 3a were moved on to Activity 3aa (see Figure 7, shown with correct student responses). Activity 3aa is identical to Activity 3a, except that the third assignment statement has been reintroduced, thus making 3aa’s executable code identical to the original Activity 3 (in Figure 2). The only difference between Activities 3 and 3aa is the inclusion of step-by-step Confirm assertions. The driving idea behind 3aa is to observe how many of the students who demonstrated understanding of 3a (a simplified version of Activity 3) could now demonstrate an understanding of the entire three-assignment sequence found in the original Activity 3. The correct expressions for the 3aa’s first two Confirms are exactly the same as for Activity 3a, and for the last Confirm it is I = #J.

The analysis of the data for 3aa (Figure 8) shows that 50% (14/28) of the students were able to answer correctly in one attempt. However, 50% of the students took two or more tries at 3aa, indicating to us that there is still some amount of difficulty in understanding the fundamental constructs of addition/subtraction, assignment, and the flow of control through a sequential program. The two groups of students—the 14 students from 3aa who took two or more tries, and the 14 students from 3b who took two or more tries—added together account for 31% (28/88) of the original 88 students who attempted the sequence of activities associated with Activity 3. Many CS1 and CS2 instructors have observed overall course failure rates at this level.

4.2 Analysis of Activity 6 with If-Then Statement

Unlike Activity 3, Activity 6 (Figure 9) which finds the minimum of three numbers, has no follow-up activities. The system simply continues to cycle on this activity until the student successfully determines the correct answer: K <= #I and K <= #J and K <= #K.
Activity 6 contains if-then branching and assignment but no self-referential assignments. Figure 10 shows the difficulty this presented to the students. A full 59% of students required two or more tries at this problem with 18% requiring more than five tries.

Based on our experience with Activity 3, where we developed follow-up activities that cued the student to reason at intermediate steps, we now see from the analysis of Activity 6 that follow-up activities might aid in teasing out at what level the learning obstacles crop up when students reason about if-then (or if-then-else) branching.

4.3 Summary Analysis of All Activities 1-8

Figure 11 illustrates the flow through the first four activities and also includes a high-level analysis of the data. Eighty-eight students attempted activities 1–4 and the annotation “Answered correctly” indicates how many students were able to successfully complete the activity. After a successful completion the reasoning system moved the student on to the next higher numbered activity. If the student did not successfully satisfy the activity (indicated by the annotation “incorrectly”), then the student was moved on to follow-up activities. For example, with Activity 3, 35% of students answered correctly and were moved on to Activity 4, and 65% answered incorrectly and were moved on to Activity 3a.

5 Qualitative Analysis

While analyzing student responses within the online reasoning system can identify potential obstacles, it is difficult to ascertain why students experience those learning obstacles without qualitative analysis. Think aloud protocols elicit what participants might be thinking, doing, and feeling, giving researchers insight into the cognitive process being used during the activities [14]. Our analysis has benefitted from the excellent discourse on using thinkalouds as a method to understand how students approach problems in [15].

After students completed the lessons in their respective lab sections using the online reasoning guide and had gone through a reasoning lecture in the class, a subset of students (n=8) volunteered to participate in a retrospective think aloud protocol several weeks later. About twenty students were invited to participate (chosen to be diverse in terms of demographics and grades), of whom eight agreed to participate. Of the eight participants, four were women, two were African American, and one was Hispanic. One student had a learning disability.
During the retrospective think aloud, participants were cued to remember the activity by completing a portion of the activities (Activities 1-3) again. In this context, it allowed the students to communicate to us if the system helped them identify when they made an error, and if they knew why they made the error, and if the system helped them move forward after the error. The retrospective think aloud also gave insight into what problem-solving strategies students were using, and what difficulties they might be encountering. Finally, as this was the first semester of data collection, the students also provided information regarding the usability of the online reasoning system and improvements to study procedures.

The think aloud happened several weeks after the students had used the system, and most students did not seem to recall the activities or answers. The findings indicate the online reasoning system helped most students pinpoint their learning obstacles. The system immediately identified when the students made an error and broke down the activity to a sub-activity or introduced steps. While most think-aloud students immediately responded with a correct answer in Activities 1 and/or 2, none of the students were initially successful on Activity 3 (shown in Figure 2).

Several students initially believed they understood the reasoning that was necessary and could quickly guess the answer, i.e., followed a guess-and-check problem solving strategy. One student shared, “I was stuck at first and [I was] one of the ones trying to guess an answer and trying to figure it out.” Once the system offered a different activity after an incorrect response, the student realized it and communicated to us that the system “made me slow down” and “trace the code.” Another student stated that she would rather “get a hint” and “take a stab at the same problem,” rather than get the step-by-step presentation of the task. Another student agreed and said “a hint would help” or “a list of things I already put into the system.”

A subset of students who made errors on Activity 3 did seem to understand the reasoning process, but made algebraic errors only because they insisted on doing it “in their heads.” While we offered a sheet of paper to help with the process, only two of the eight students took up the offer. For this group, a step-by-step process would have been exactly what would be helpful.

Another subset of students had a more fundamental misconception. Their obstacle to reasoning was not revealed in the automated analysis. These students decided that the second statement that assigned a value to J was not relevant in their analysis of the value of I at the end of the code (though the third statement uses J). In other words, to reason about the value of I, they crossed out the second statement and transformed the 3-statement code in Figure 2 to the following:

\[ I := I + J; \]
\[ I := I - J; \]

For most of the students, the simplification of the task was advantageous in working through their obstacles. Their comments included that it was “less to think about” or “easier to process.” Almost half of the students who attempted #I, #J, and #I - #J, before trying the correct answer. While guessing and checking allowed this particular student to get to the correct answer, the student never could explain why the last answer was correct. The findings indicate that presenting a problem with simplified activities and steps might be more beneficial than allowing the student to continue to guess until they get the correct answer, no matter how much they prefer that strategy.

The individual performance of the students on the reasoning activities was consistent with their overall course grade (though reasoning was only one of the many topics). The student who could not reach Activity 3 was a D/F student. The students who crossed out the second statement in their reasoning were lower B/C students. The students who erred for other reasons were A/B students. One exception was the student with the learning disability, who did as well as anyone else, though earning only a C grade in the course.

Overall, the students either stated that the activities were interesting and made them think, or were beneficial for their learning. More specifically, the simplification of the assignment statement allowed students to tease out the difficulties they were having, and in most cases, respond correctly. The simplification also discouraged an over-reliance on one type of problem-solving strategy.

6 Analysis of Learning and Methods

One student relied exclusively on guessing and checking and could not progress beyond Activity 2 within the timeframe of the meeting. While the correct answer to the question was #I + #J, the student attempted #I, #J, and #I - #J, before trying the correct answer. While guessing and checking allowed this particular student to get to the correct answer, the student never could explain why the last answer was correct. The findings indicate that presenting a problem with simplified activities and steps might be more beneficial than allowing the student to continue to guess until they get the correct answer, no matter how much they prefer that strategy.

The individual performance of the students on the reasoning activities was consistent with their overall course grade (though reasoning was only one of the many topics). The student who could not reach Activity 3 was a D/F student. The students who crossed out the second statement in their reasoning were lower B/C students. The students who erred for other reasons were A/B students. One exception was the student with the learning disability, who did as well as anyone else, though earning only a C grade in the course.

Overall, the students either stated that the activities were interesting and made them think, or were beneficial for their learning. More specifically, the simplification of the assignment statement allowed students to tease out the difficulties they were having, and in most cases, respond correctly. The simplification also discouraged an over-reliance on one type of problem-solving strategy.

6 Analysis of Learning and Methods

One fundamental question for our overall research project is if students can learn to generalize their reasoning successfully about all inputs, without concrete values. The reasoning system is an aid to assist in this learning process. Though the actual instruction on the reasoning topic involving assignment of integers was minimal, an analysis of a reasoning question on the final exam shows that most students learned to reason successfully.

Since over a 100 students were packed closely in a classroom for the final exam, students received four different variants of the exam. For this experimentation, half of the exams explicitly asked students to show the logic between each step, while on the other half, space was intentionally left between statements to allow students to write down intermediate steps, if they so wished (but they were not prompted).

All questions involved three assignment statements. The apparently harder question variation was similar to Activity 3 (but naturally involved a different sequence of three assignment statements), and the easier one used an increment, decrement, and a summation. Overall, 46 out of 58 students (nearly 75%) earned full credit on the harder question variation, and 51 out of 55 students (over 90%) earned full credit on the variants of the second and perhaps simpler question.

Since we have focused on an activity involving three assignments in this paper and also present an exam question that is similar (though the code is different), it is reasonable to ask if student performance is impacted by the choice of the question.
We note that this is unlikely to be the case because the students had seen a similar activity once several weeks before the exam, along with several other activities, and were unlikely to remember the specifics of any one activity. Furthermore, several answers included proper reasoning steps demonstrating their understanding.

The experiment of prompting for steps did not make a difference for the simpler variants, because most students likely arrived at the correct answers directly “in their heads”. The rest of the section summarizes our analysis of the harder question and their variations, including potentially beneficial effects of motivation and prompting students to show their steps explicitly for code tracing and reasoning.

The bar graph below shows an analysis of how students performed when they were asked to show steps explicitly, versus when they were not asked to show work. The question was worth a total of five points, and students could earn anywhere from zero to five points.

![Final Exam Reasoning Question](image)

Figure 11: Comparison of Student Performance on a Reasoning Question on the Final Exam

Of the students who were asked to show work, 90% earned all five points. The remaining 10% earned three points. When students were not specifically asked to show their work, only 68% of students received full credit, with 14% earning half credit (one of two correct answers), and the remaining 18% receiving minimal or no credit.

The discrepancy in performance between these two groups did not result with lack of trying. While all 30 students in the group asked to do steps indeed did do the steps, 26 out of 28 students who were not prompted to do steps also did. So almost all students who were not asked to show steps, did some anyway. This behavior stands in contrast with the behavior noted during thinkalouds (previous section) when most students were not interested in doing steps, even when they were offered a sheet of paper and suggested they do so. Motivation (the importance of which is well understood in human psychology research) to receive a better grade on the final exam was perhaps a key factor.

How do we then explain students not doing as well when they are not required to show their work, even though many of them attempted to do so? One explanation is because of the prompt used. Students who were asked to show their work were asked to show the value of variables after each line of code. Since the other students did not receive this prompt, they used some process, but perhaps not the systematic, step-by-step process used by their counterparts. Missing this systematic process perhaps led the students who had difficulty with reasoning to underperform.

This analysis corresponds to our observations in qualitative analysis that a step-by-step process is a useful learning tool for code tracing and reasoning, especially for those who need help.

7 Discussion

We have described a system for pinpointing reasoning obstacles students face in tracing through code, and generalizing their reasoning to involve all inputs. Quantitative and qualitative analysis confirm that the system is effective. The analysis also has shown some beneficial effects on student learning through the system’s feedback, though it has to be enhanced to become a tutoring system that is tailored to overcome specific obstacles.

The CS literature contains excellent online tutoring efforts (e.g.,[1][6][7][21][23]). JavaTutor is an especially ambitious effort aimed at guiding the direction of tutorials using machine learning [32]. The idea of analyzing and developing hints from past solutions of students is a key tutoring idea discussed in [26]. When advances in tutoring can be combined with the benefits offered by the verification engine, more powerful versions of tutoring that can help students generalize their code understanding and the ability to reason about all inputs can result.

We are already exploring and experimenting with several interesting questions at our institutions. We have focused on beginner code and reasoning about all inputs in the experiment, but the experiment can easily involve constants (as in Figure 1) or objects and calls to other operations. So one natural question is if activities with constants would make it possible for students to generalize their reasoning and overcome some obstacles (e.g., see [12]). At the other end, experimentation can involve tracing recursion (consider the findings in [22], for example) and loops and objects and operations to pinpoint obstacles. While this paper has limited its focus to reasoning with integers, the verification engine underlying the system is fully capable of significantly complex reasoning activities [10][11][13].

While this experiment has involved student coding, the reasoning system will work equally well for developing activities and pinpointing obstacles when students are asked to write code for a purpose. Exploring the impact of the user interface (including use of a natural language-like syntax) and the impact of classroom instruction in conjunction with the system are other possible directions.

We are also partnering with other institutions to duplicate the experiments in different settings to confirm our findings.
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